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The intention of this article is to develop a wider perception of the diversity of dyed,
fancy and japanned chairs made by late-eighteenth- and nineteenth-century London
chairmakers and other suppliers to this market, based upon records such as letter
headings, pattern books, estimate sketch books, advertisements, trade cards and trade
or commercial directories.

James Kennet’s receipt, dated 30 October 1797 identifies the three types of finishes
used on chairs made in his Lambeth workshop as ‘dy’d, fancy and japanned’ 
(Figure 1). Such chairs served a variety of purposes, some of which Rudolph Ackerman

elucidates in his monthly magazine, The Repository of  Arts, Literature, Commerce,
Manufactures, Fashions and Politics etc. In the May 1810 edition, fashionable saloon,
drawing room and boudoir chairs, in the Roman style, were either to be ‘carved and
gilt, or japanned to suit other furniture’. In the August 1814 edition, plate 8 illustrates
designs for cane-seated japanned and stained ‘light’ chairs intended for best bed-
chambers, secondary drawing rooms, and occasionally to serve for routs. Illustrations
of musical instruments painted on the top-rails of some ‘light’ chairs no doubt antici -
pated their use in the context of entertainment and musical soirées (c.f. Figure 39).
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1 Billhead of James Kennett, 1797.
Robert Williams



Such ‘light’ chairs with painted rush seats, originally belonging to the Garrick house -
hold, survive to this day in the Victoria and Albert Museum. These chairs maybe part
of a set of six japanned rush seated chairs supplied by the workshop of Charles Smith,
Lower Grosvenor Street, London, in 1786 to Mrs Garrick at a price of £3 18s.1 A water -
colour c. 1840, of the drawing room of the poet Caroline Anne Southey (1786–1854)
at Bucklands Cottage, Lymington, by a member of the Burrard family, displays a
number of cane-seated chairs (inclusive of a cane-work back panel) similar to those
made in the London workshop of John Gee during the first decade of the nineteenth
century (Figure 2).2 Such chairs were grained or painted with parcel gilt detailing. A
similar design of chair was also made by Gillows in 1802, known as the Denison Pattern
chair with ‘Seats like the Pattern from London’.3

Although John Claudius Loudon (1783–1843) suggests in the 1830s that his Grecian-
style stained and painted ‘light’ chairs were intended for parlours, pictorial evidence
suggests that such chairs also served a leisure purpose within the context of beach,
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2 Caroline Southey’s drawing room at Buckland Cottage, Lymington, by a member 
of the Burrard family, c. 1840, watercolour.

Rosie Davis, Wellington, New Zealand and the Lyndhurst Museum, Hampshire

1 Beard and Gilbert (1986), pp. 824–25. 
2 Gilbert (1996), pp. 221–22.
3

344/98, fol. 1703.



countryside or garden settings (Figures 3 and 18). For example, a green painted chair,
illustrated in the forefront of the beach scene painted by William Powell Frith in 1854,
titled ‘Life at the Seaside (Ramsgate Sands)’ has many similarities to the ‘light’ chairs
included in the nineteenth-century publications of Loudon and Smee.

Robert Dossie’s book, Handmaid to the Arts (1758), assists our understanding of
what was meant by ‘japanning’ in the eighteenth century, especially with respect to
furniture decoration:

By japanning is to be here understood the art of covering bodies by grounds of opake colours
in varnish, which may be either afterwards decorated by paintings or gilding, or left in a
plain state. This is not at present practised so frequently on chairs, tables and other furniture
of houses, except tea waiters as formerly: but the introduction of it for ornamenting coaches,
snuff boxes and screens . . . renders this cultivation and propagation of this art of great
importance to commerce.4

Between 1780 and 1839 trade directories for London list at least four japanners who
were also varnish makers (see Appendix 1). The advantages of painting in varnish were
also discussed by Dossie:

In painting in varnish, all pigments or solid colours whatever may be used: and the peculiar
disadvantages, which attend several kinds with respect to oil, or water, cease with regard to
this sort of vehicle: as they are secured by it, when properly managed . . . provided they be
previously reduced to the state of an impalpable powder . . .

The best composition of varnish for spreading and pencilling [applying fine brushwork] the
colours with respect to the convenience of working, and the binding and preserving them, is
shell-lac with spirit of wine [alcohol].5

The Painters and Varnishers Pocket Manual, published in 1825, lists the colours
required in japanning ‘as flake white, red lead, vermillion, lake, Prussian blue, patent
yellow, orpiment, ochres, verditers, Vandyke brown, umber, lamp-black and siennas
raw and burned’.6 This publication appears to be based upon Professor P. F. Tingry’s
earlier more expansive editions of The Painter and Varnishers Guide, published in the
1804 and 1816, which state that ‘Perfect transparency, an even limpidity and lustre, are
the essential qualities of varnish. There are others, however, nearly as important, such
as those of drying speedily, and giving solidity to the resinous stratum which serves as
a glazing to bodies it covers’.7 These were factors which concerned Gillows in meeting
delivery deadlines promised to customers.8

The dilemma appeared to be in finding a varnish combining a number of properties:
‘Certain varnishes possess a drying quality in an eminent degree: these are the least
durable. Others are glutinous, fat, and long in drying; but these are the strongest when
they have attained to the proper degree of desiccation’.9 For example, a varnish form -
ula tion comprising copal, amber, essential oils, prepared linseed, nut and poppy oil,
was the most durable but slowest in drying: ‘They are designed for objects exposed to
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4 Dossie (1758), pp. 406–07.
5 Ibid., pp. 176–77.
6 Anon. (1825), p. 136.
7 Tingry (1816), p. 112.
8

344/173, fols. 576 and 344/174, fol. 256; Stuart (2008), ii, p. 134.
9 Tingry (1816), p. 47.



friction, or to percussion; and are particularly employed for the decoration of carri -
ages’.10 The drying qualities of the prepared linseed oil were frequently enhanced using
metallic salts (as catalysts) such as white vitriol (zinc sulphate), litharge (lead oxide)
or sugar of lead (lead carbonate).11 For decorating buffets with a red finish Tingry
advocated the following approach: 

Grind red lead with boiled oil, added to oil of turpentine, and mix up with the varnish 
No 14. The second stratum is formed of vermilion heightened with a little Naples yellow.
Then apply a third stratum of varnish of the second, with but little vermilion. This varnish
is very durable. It is one of those which are susceptible of a fine polish.12

Varnish No. 14 was one of the 29 varnish recipes discussed in considerable detail by
Tingry. By the early nineteenth century an emphasis on drying qualities may have
become particularly important in securing adequate production levels of japanned
chairs if it was intended to appeal to the pockets and supply a wider diversity of clients
as suggested by the cost structure in Appendix 2. In The Cabinet Dictionary, Thomas
Sheraton defined japanning as a kind of painting.13 However, Sheraton’s remark
regarding the choice of colours states; ‘. . . colours used in japanning are precisely the
same as these for good oil painting’.14

The Dictionary of  English Furniture Makers reveals London as the main centre of
production of japanned and painted chairs in England during the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries.15 For the period 1750 to 1840, fifty-eight fancy, japanned
and painted chair-makers are listed in London (Appendix 1). At least forty-four of
these chair makers were active in the early nineteenth century, with many continuing
through from the previous century.

Within the broader context of the Thames Valley region, a further five workshops
were identified in Egham, High Wycombe, Kingston and Richmond (Surrey). However,
the size of individual workshops and their respective outputs remains uncertain.
References to the makers of dyed, fancy, japanned and painted chairs are also to be
found in trade directories for Bristol, Birmingham, Hull, Liverpool, Maidstone, Man -
chester, Nottingham, Worcester and York. Unlike the London trade directories which
only listed the workshops of three ‘Fancy Chair-makers’, frequent references to ‘Fancy
Chairmakers’ are to be found in Bristol trade directories up to the early 1820s, which
also included a separate trade category referring to furniture painters and japanners.
Mathew’s trade directories for Bristol record up to four fancy chairmaker’s workshops
in most years, often alongside the manufacture of Windsor chairs, between 1809 and
1822. A total of ten different workshops were recorded during this period, however
intermittently they appeared in trade records. 

The precise meaning of the term ‘Fancy’ with respect to chair-making during the
late eighteenth and nineteenth century remains elusive. The Book of  Papier Maché,
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10 Tingry (1816), p. 97.
11 Ibid., pp. 30–42. 
12 Ibid., p. 289.
13 Sheraton (1803), ii, p. 258.
14 Ibid., p. 427. 
15 Beard and Gilbert (1986), passim.



published in 1850, refers to different levels of artistic skill deployed in the Midlands
japanware industry whose existence was recorded in newspaper advertisements such
as Aris’s Birmingham Gazette as early as 1753 and by Robert Dossie in 1758. Of these
artists, ‘Many work by mere fancy, or perhaps I should rather say from knowledge
acquired by previous study; but this is not the case with all, for I observed many with
painted groups of flowers before them, from which they were copying’.16 In 1791 there
is a reference to John Russell supplying twelve fancy-back chairs to the Royal
Household ‘very neatly drawn with flowers painted and japan’d blue, green and
white’.17 In this instance the use of the term ‘fancy’ probably relates to the application
of a final decorative stage involving relatively sophisticated paintwork and japanning.

An engraving by Will Henderson, derived from a painting by George Romney
(1734–1802), portraying Lady Milner sitting on a floral decorated splat-back or ladder-
back chair, probably in the gardens of Nun Appleton Hall, Yorkshire, provides further
evidence of the uses to which fancy chairs were put (Figure 3).
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3 Portait of Lady Milner,
engraving by William Henderson,
after a painting by George
Romney.
Private collection

16 Anon, (1850), p. 17. 
17 Beard and Gilbert (1986), p. 772.



A William Thoms had advertised himself as a ‘Cabinet Manufacturer from London’
in the Exeter Flying Post in March 1821. One of his name-stamped, decorative cane-
seated chairs is illustrated in Figure 4. In 1810 and 1816 he is recorded as working with
a relative in Exeter named Alexander Thoms, who was established in the city as early
as 1794 when he advertised that he manufactured ‘all sorts of rush-bottomed fancy
chairs of yew-tree and mahogany’.18 John Ingram’s trade card of 1812 illustrates
fashionable star-back and tablet-back cane-seated chairs (inclusive of floral decoration)
as part of the output of his workshop in 29 City Road and Finsbury Square, which
supplied ‘every description of fancy, japanned, Windsor, mahogany and dyed chairs
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4 Chair, painted black and parcel gilt, stamped ‘W. Thoms’ (inset).
Christies Images Ltd

18 Beard and Gilbert (1986), pp. 888–89.



etc.’19 An 1820 advertisement of Charles Freame of Worcester, which describes him as
a ‘Cabinet Upholsterer and Fancy Chair Manufacturer etc.’, illustrates a pair of
upholstered Grecian-style parlour chairs.20

By the 1830s, the term ‘Fancy’ was primarily used to describe ‘light’ chairs made out
of figured hardwoods. Loudon’s various editions of The Encyclopaedia of  Cottage,
Farm and Villa Architecture state:

fancy chairs for drawing rooms . . . may be made of rosewood, maple, satin or any other kind
of fancy wood; and french polished (that is, polished and varnished with a particular
composition invented in Paris, and brought to this country after the peace of 1814). The
seats are first caned, and then covered in patterns with Willow [split willow rods] of different
colours, produced by staining, so as very successfully to imitate various kinds of wood. These
chairs, when not so expensively finished in the seat will also serve for bedrooms. Their great
advantage in a drawing room is their lightness.21

As an alternative to the use of maple frames in the construction of ‘light’ upholstered
chairs, Loudon advocated the use of other veined woods or beech frames painted or
japanned. An earlier section of the Encyclopaedia had advocated the painting or
staining of beech frame parlour chairs, in the Grecian style, which were to be cane-
seated. Rush seated versions utilizing similar frames were considered suitable for
bedrooms.22 Most of Loudon’s designs had emanated from W. F. Dalziel, the London
cabinetmaker and upholsterer (1803–39) who is listed by Sheraton in 1803 as a master
cabinet-maker at 4 Chapel Street, Bedford Row.

The undated pattern book titled Designs of  Furniture by William Smee and Sons of
6 Finsbury Pavement, London (1836–65) includes examples of ‘Stained Chairs’ which
resemble those illustrated on the lower half of a page comprising a compilation of
drawings by George Scarf, with the heading ‘Old chairs to mend’ and annotated with
the date 1820–30 (Figure 5).23 On page 105 there is also an illustration of two ‘Japan’d
chairs with rush seats’ for bedchambers (Figure 6).24 The chair in Figure 7 with its
turned-out toes resembles the left-hand example in Figure 6. The right-hand example
resembles a chair illustrated in a pastel titled ‘Still life of Hare and Woodcock’ by the
Bristol artist James Sharples Junior who died in 1839 (Figure 8).25 Although London
trade directories indicate that William Smee and Sons had developed a wholesale trade
by the middle of the nineteenth century, the geographical extent of their trading activity
to cities as far afield as Bristol is unclear.

Fancy chair designs similar to the Loudon and Smee designs were also illustrated in
the 1832 advertisement of S. Hallam of Dudley, Staffordshire.26 Alongside these fancy
chairs, reference is also made to ‘Windsor Chairs in the most modern style of workman -
ship’ as being available. Again in the 1850s, Amos Catton’s pattern book includes
‘Fancy-back willow seat chairs’, emphasising the importance of exotic or figured
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19 Agius (1974), pl. 43. 
20 Whitehead (1976), p. 65.
21 Loudon (1839), p. 1061.
22 Ibid., pp. 320–22. 
23 National Art Library, William Smee & Sons, fol. 103. 
24 Ibid., fol. 105, inclusive of a page titled ‘Chamber Chairs’.
25 Wilson (1971), pp. 740–43. 
26 Cotton (1990), p. 290, Fig. WM5.
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5 ‘Old chairs to mend’, from a compilation of drawings of London life 
by George Scarf, 1820–30, Vol. 2, fol. 7. 

British Museum
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7 (left)  Chair, c. 1840, attributed to 
William Smee & Sons’ workshop, 
6 Finsbury Pavement, London.
Private collection

8 (right)  Still Life, pastel by 
James Sharples jnr, prior to 1839.
Bristol City Museum and Art Gallery

6 ‘Japan’d Chairs with rush seats’, with a page heading ‘Chamber Chairs’,
fol. 105 from the catalogue of William Smee & Sons, c.1840.

National Art Library



hardwoods in their manufacture.27 However, Gillows’ records make occasional refer -
ence to the japanning and painting of expensive timbers such as satinwood and
mahogany, although beech and ‘whitewoods’ were generally used for japanning.28 In
1814 Acker man had recommended the following method of surface staining for ‘light
chairs’; ‘These chairs maybe stained black, or as the present taste is, veined with vitriol,
stained with logwood, and polished to imitate rose-wood; the seats caned’.29 Loudon’s
recommended approach to staining parlour chairs in order to simulate a hardwood
look, involved the use of dyestuffs such as logwood, brasil wood, madder roots, car -
mine or turmeric roots, followed by one or more coats of plain varnish.30 Such an
approach was distinct from the use of earth pigments to enhance or add colour to
varnishes as part of the japanning process.

The 1838 publication by J. Stokes, titled The Complete Cabinet-maker and
Upholsterer’s Guide, made a number of distinctions between the process of dyeing and
staining, although similar organic materials were often recommended:

Dying wood is mostly applied for the purpose of veneers, while staining is more generally
had recourse to, to give the desired colour to the article after it has been manufactured. In
the one case, the colour should penetrate throughout; while in the latter, the surface is all
that is essential.31

To stain bedsteads and common chairs red, the violet dye archil (orchil) was recom -
mended.32

Illustrations on the 1790s letter heading of William Treacher of High Wycombe,
maker of ‘Windsor, Dyed and Fancy chairs’ (Figure 9), indicates that his rush-seated
chairs were constructed with plain double front stretchers in a similar manner to the
bar-top splat-back chair illustrated on the late-eighteenth-century trade card of
Stubbs’s Manufactory in City Road and Brick Lane, Old Street London (Figure 10).33

Both of these chairs were constructed with a rush seated flat frame. 
A series of portrait drawings by George Dance of early members of the Royal

Academy, seated in bar-top chairs during the 1790s, suggests a potential customer base
for chairs from Stubbs’s Manufactory (Figure 11). A painted or japanned version of
such a bar-top side chair with plain double front stretchers is illustrated in Figure 12.

The flat seat frame construction, with the front legs dowelled into the seat rail, was
initially introduced about 1700 by the London cane chair industry, despite the inherent
weakness in such a structure.34 A rare survival from the eighteenth century in the form
of a black japanned walnut splat back chair with a flat seat frame (Figure 13), previ -
ously supporting a wrapped over rush or willow seat, not only suggests its origins on
stylistic grounds but the evolution of a lightweight chair version incorporating a flat
seat frame which became more familiar later in the century. Features of note in this
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27 Gilbert (1991), p. 65, pl. 8.
28

344/19, fols. 2684 and 2820; 344/173, fols. 555 and 1662; Stuart (2008), i, p. 133.
29 Ackermann, August 1814. 
30 Loudon (1839), pp. 320–21.
31 Stokes (1838), p. 57.
32 Ibid., p. 68. 
33 Heal (1998), p168; Boram (1999), p. 11.
34 Bowett (2002), pp. 260–70.
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9 A fancy and a dyed chair, c. 1790,
attributed to William Treacher.

Private collection

10 Chair, c. 1790, attributed to the
Stubbs’s workshop.

Close Antiques, Alresford

11 George Dance, Portrait of John Flaxman,
drawing, dated 12 November 1796. 

Royal Academy Library

12 A painted version of a 
‘Stubbs-type’ chair, c.1790.

Private collection



chair include the pronounced upper splat or ladder reflecting the emphasis placed on
the cresting rail applied to the tall-back early-eighteenth-century walnut cane-seated
chairs, the raked-back legs, single-side stretchers combined with a lower H stretcher,
bulbous detailing to the front legs and scroll feet. 

Flat seat frames were also used in a few other regions, such as Lincolnshire, during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries often in conjunction with a single front
stretcher which was turned in a bold or pronounced manner and set between two
elaborately shaped front legs.35

Figure 14 shows a cream painted rush-seated armchair from the Melbury Sale in
Dorset, with two plain front stretchers and a similar top-rail to Figure 12, indicating
not only the use of a familiar late-eighteenth-century London flat-seat frame format,
similar to that used in Stubbs’s manufactory, but an alternative surface treatment to
that used on the dyed or stained armchair illustrated in Figures 15 and 16.
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14 Armchair, ‘Stubbs-type’, cream painted,
c. 1790.

Christies Images Ltd

13 Black japanned walnut splat-back
chair, c. 1720.

Close Antiques, Alresford

35 Cotton (1990), pp. 149–59.
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15 (left)  Armchair, dyed version of the 
‘Stubbs’ type, c. 1790.
Bill Brander

16 (above)  Detail of Figure 14, showing top rail.
Bill Brander

36 Beard and Gilbert (1986), p. 185.
37 Gilbert (1996), p. 217.
38 Dorey (2008), p. 177.

A recently discovered round cane-seated armchair, stamped I. Cockerill on the
underside of the frame, can be attributed to James Cockerill, frequently described in
London directories as a japanned chair maker at Curtain Road and other addresses
between 1797 and 1804 (Figure 17). Previously an Edward Cockerill had supplied dyed
chairs from the Curtain Road address from 1793.36 This japanned armchair has many
similarities to the ‘Ellis’s Pattern Chair’, with its circular cane seat, as sketched in
Gillows Estimate Sketch Book of 1802 (Figure 19), as well as a side-chair version
stamped ‘GEE WARDOUR STREET’.37 John Gee, ‘Chair maker and Turner to his
Majesty’, was recorded at 49 Wardour Street, Soho, in trade directories from 1799

onwards. A painting by Charles Robert Leslie, 1820, titled ‘Londoners Gypsing’,
displayed in the Geffrye Museum, Shoreditch, not only suggests Cockerill’s workshop
as a potential source of such a chair (with set-back arms), but suggests such an item
was in the possession of a middle income London family (Figure 18).

The range of chairs made by the workshops of John Gee in the first quarter of the
nineteenth century, with simulated wood graining or japanned finishes, not only
suggests a diverse cost structure but a varied client base. The designs extended from
the most fashionable cane-seated chairs with simulated rosewood finishes and parcel
gilt decoration, to plain wooden-seated chairs with vase splats made out of beech
wood. Four chairs of the latter category, inclusive of a grained mahogany finish and
the makers stamp mark, still survive in the front kitchen of the John Soane Museum.38
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17 Chair, bearing the stamp of James Cockerill, c. 1800. 
Lot 121, 6 July 1999, Woolley & Wallis Auctioneers



An extract from the Gillows 1802 Lancaster Estimate Sketch Book is particularly
useful in providing a snapshot of the cost structure across a diverse range of painted
chairs made by this firm (Figure 19 and Appendix 2). Furthermore, it was not unusual
for Gillows, whose workshop was in Lancaster, to make reference in their eighteenth-
and nineteenth-century Estimate Sketch Books to supplying furniture matching
‘Patterns from London’, a key market research role of personnel in their Oxford Street
Warehouse in London.39 At the cheap end of the scale was the ‘Feather Top Rail Chair
with Rush Bottom exactly like the Pattern from London’. This rush-bottom side chair
with a flat seat frame was costed at 9 shillings and 6 pence and the cane seated version
at 12 shillings. A number of these side chairs and armchair versions have been recorded
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18 ‘Londoners Gypsying’, oil on canvas, by Charles Robert Leslie, 1820. 
The Geffrye Museum

39
344/174, fol. 185; Stuart (2008), i, p. 135.
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19 Designs for chairs (1802). Fol. 1703 from Gillows’ Estimate Sketch Book
344/98, showing ‘Ellis’, ‘Feather top rail’ and ‘Denison’ chair patterns. 

City of  Westminster Archives Centre



with distinctive feather designs painted on the top rail. A more expensive version was
the ‘Ellis’s Pattern Arm Chair’ with a caned ‘compas’ seat similar in its basic
configuration to the Cockerill chair in Figure 17. The Ellis’s Pattern was costed at 17

shillings and 6 pence. The third illustration on page 1703 of the Estimate Sketch book
was the ‘Denison Pattern Chair with Cane. Seat like Pattern from London’ (Figure 20).
Such chairs with ‘turned out toes’ were constructed in a similar manner to the John
Gee chairs, involving the application of the relatively expensive joiner’s mortise and
tenon techniques, in quite a different way to the wood turners joints used on the Feather
Top Rail rush-seated chairs. The Denison Pattern Chair was costed at 19 shillings and
9 pence. If made in satinwood the cost appeared to escalate, although the details remain
unclear on the original document. 

It has been possible to match four painted or japanned examples (Figures 21–24) to
the sketch of the ‘Feather Top Rail Chair’ in Gillows’ Lancaster Estimate Sketch Book
of 1802. A stained armchair version (Figure 25) with slight variations to the turnery
details, incorporates components or elements one associates with the early-nineteenth-
century rush seated chairs made in Macclesfield, Cheshire, by makers such as Charles
Leicester (1812–57), suggesting not only a shared material culture but one widely
disseminated in North West England. In particular, the ‘picking stick’ arms and the
bulbous front stretcher are noteworthy features shared with early-nineteenth-century
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20 ‘Denison’ type chair, attributed to
Gillows, c. 1802.
Private collection
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24 Rush-seated ‘Feather top rail’ armchair,
attributed to Gillows, c. 1802.

Colefax & Fowler

21 Rush-seated ‘Feather top rail’ chair,
attributed to Gillows, c. 1802.

Private collection

22 Cane-seated ‘Feather top rail’ chair,
attributed to Gillows, c. 1802.

Private collection

23 Rush-seated ‘Feather top rail’ armchair,
attributed to Gillows, c. 1802.

Colefax & Fowler



Macclesfield ladder back chairs.40 By the 1860s a semblance of the central spindle
arrangement in the chair back had been adopted by Morris and Company in their
‘round seat chairs in black’ forming part of the range of ‘Sussex Rush-Seated Chairs’.41

To clarify the implications of the phrase relating to the integration of a rushed flat
seat frame into the Feather Top Rail Chairs (Figure 19) made ‘. . . exactly like the Pattern
from London’, a wider examination was made of other broadly contemporary painted
light chairs made by Gillows in the late eighteenth century. An important distinction
appears to be that these three examples, which include the rush-seated spindleback,
arch-top, and splat-back chairs (Figures 26, 28 and 29), matching the Gillows’ pattern
book, (1775 to 1800) on their pages 26, 27, and 29 (Figure 30), all have turned seat rails
which are tenoned laterally into the tops of the front legs in a similar way to the con -
struc tion of the ‘Liverpool Chair’ illustrated in the Gillows Lancaster Estimate Sketch
Book of 1801.42 This alternative configuration was typical of rush seated chairs made
in North West England during the nineteenth century. The spindleback (Figure 26),
which still retains vestiges of its original green base coat applied to an ash frame
support ing very fine rushwork, not only resembles one of the Gillows late-eighteenth-
century illustrations (page 26) in Figure 30, but suggests John Soane’s familiarity 
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25 (above and right)  Rush-seated Stained
‘Feather top rail’ armchair, attributed to

Gillows, c. 1802.
Paul A. Shutler

40 Boram (1984) pp. 7–12; Cotton (1990), pp. 367–68.
41 National Art Library, Morris & Company Decorators, Ltd (c. 1912). 
42

735/1; 344/98, fol. 1620
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26 Rush-seated ash spindle-back chair with
vestiges of original green paintwork.
Attributed to Gillows (1775–1800). 

Private collection

27 Drawing of a chair, for Shotesham Park,
Norwich, by Sir John Soane, 

dated 12 August 1790.
Sir John Soane Museum

28 Rush-seated arch-top chair, 
attributed to Gillows, c. 1775–1800.

Private collection

29 Rush-seated Fleurs de Lis splat-back
chair, attributed to Gillows, c. 1775–1800.

Private collection
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30 Design for chairs (details,) showing showing extracts from 
fols. 26, 27 and 29 of Gillows’ Pattern Book 735/1.

City of  Westminster Archives Centre



with such a design which he proposed for Shotesham Park, Norwich, in 1790

(Figure 27). 
Prior to the introduction of the feather top rail chairs in 1802, it is worth noting

evidence of the re-emergence in the late eighteenth century of the concept of the flat-
seat frame chair in Gillows’ arch-top chair (Figure 28) by the use of red lining to simu -
late such a look, despite the upward continuity of the front legs with the turned seat
rails tenoned in laterally. This late-eighteenth-century chair resembles a chair in a
watercolour of Jane Austen’s niece Fanny Austen Knight (b. 1793), which was probably
painted when she was a living at Godmersham Park, Kent and may have been originally
supplied via the Gillows’ Warehouse in Oxford Street, London (Figure 31).43

A leather-bound English pattern or sample book in the Redwood Library and
Athenaeum, USA, brings to light the wealth of japanned/painted chairs made in
London during the early 19th century (Figures 32 and 33). This folder, with fourteen
fold-out oil-painted colour plates, illustrates japanned and painted rush and cane-
seated chair designs. A scribbled order on a plate No 8, requiring ‘6 of this’, is indicative
of the status of such a document. Despite the book not naming the chair maker who
offered such decorative stock, the leather cover has the initials ‘T. D.’ A search of the
Dictionary of  English Furniture Makers narrows the options down to two chair-makers
with these initials, among the fancy, japanned and painted chair-makers, both of which
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43 Laski (1969), p. 79.

31 Fanny Knight (1793–1882),
watercolour, by Cassandra Austen,

c. 1810, 
Jane Austen’s House, Chawton, Alton,

Hampshire



were based in London during the first few years of the nineteenth century. A Thomas
Draper, chair-maker and japanner of Queens Street, Southwark, is listed every year in
London trade directories between 1802 and 1817. Thomas Sheraton’s Cabinet Diction -
ary of 1803 not only includes Draper but James Cockerill amongst the seven chair-
makers and japanned chair-makers included in his list of 252 Master Cabinet Makers,
Upholsterers and Chair Makers ‘in and about London’. By comparison, a Thomas
Dunkley is only listed twice as a dyed and japanned chair maker of 20 Joiners Place,
St George’s Fields, in trade directories. Holden’s London directories of 1805/06/07 and
1808 include Thomas Dunkley under such a description although the type of chairs he
was making when he was recorded as a chair-maker in 1839 is unclear. Extracts from
the Dictionary of  English Furniture Makers relating to such workshops in London are
listed in Appendix 1. 

Twelve out of the fourteen colour plates illustrate imaginative chair back designs
integrated into the most basic and probably the cheapest chair frames used to support
rush seating.

Many of the japanned chair frames incorporate simulated or faux bamboo features
which continued to be featured in Thames Valley workshops through to the 1850s,
when Amos Catton of High Wycombe issued his chair pattern book.44 Design No. 1
illustrates a chair which shares a number of characteristics with the Gillows’ ‘Feather
Top Rail Chair’, both in terms of the use of roundel on the front stretcher and a flat-
seat frame. Despite the diversity of chair patterns which emanated from a single
workshop source, surviving examples such as Figures 34, 35 and 36 display design
similarities or combine features found in plates 7, 8 and 9 (Figure 33). Two rush-seated
examples (Figure 37) with similarities to plates 11 and 14 illustrate chairs which have
a resemblance to a detail (top left) in one of the sketches of London life by George
Scarf titled ‘Old chairs to mend’ and dated 1820–30 (Figure 5). However, it is worth
noting that the two examples mentioned above (Figure 37), display variations in turnery
and painting detail, which suggests that despite their similarities, these chairs were
made by more that one workshop in London during the early nineteenth century.

In view of Tingry’s recommended approach to providing a red finish to a buffet by
the application of various layers or strata, made up of inorganic pigments, driers, oils
and varnishes, an initial study has been made of the decorative layers which had been
applied to the two chairs illustrated in Figure 37.45 Initial analysis reveals that originally
three to four decorative layers had been applied to each chair frame, prior to the
application of a final surface decoration. A laboratory analysis of the left-hand
example revealed that the original layers comprised:

(i) a thick coat of yellowish gesso based on chalk and containing a little yellow ochre. 
(ii) a thin yellow/brown glaze containing particles of ochre, carbon black and an
unidentified organic brown. 
(iii) a clear varnish top coat. 

Analysis of the right-hand chair example revealed that a bronze green finish had been
applied over the original four decorative layers.
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44 Gilbert (1991), p. 63.
45 Tingry (1816), p. 289; Bristow (1996), pp. 44–50 and 60–68.
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32 ‘T. D.’ pattern book (plates 1–6).
Ezra Stiles Special Collections, Redwood Library and 

Athenaeum, Newport, Rhode Island, USA
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33 ‘T. D.’ pattern
book (plates 7–14).
Ezra Stiles Special
Collections,
Redwood Library
and Athenaeum,
Newport, Rhode
Island, USA
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34 (above left)  Armchair, similar to 
pl. 7 of the ‘T. D.’ pattern book.

Peter Whipps

35 (above right)  Side chair, incorporating
features of pls 7–9 from the 

‘T. D.’ pattern book.
Private collection

36 (right)  Side chair version of pl. 9
from the ‘T. D.’ pattern book.

Private collection



Although few records survive regarding the detailed costs of japanning, varnishing
or staining, Gillows’ records occasionally include summary costings for various chairs
painted by George Hutton. For example, the costings for the cane-seated versions of
the Ellis’s Pattern, Feather Top-Rail, and Denison Pattern chairs (Appendix 2) reveal
painting costs at between 23% and 29% of the total cost of manufacture in 1802. In
order to bring some understanding to such costings, irrespective of the artistic merits
of George Hutton’s final surface decoration (Figure 39), further analysis needs to be
made of the constituent aspects of each underlying layer. Furthermore, although the
painter of the Stewart Pattern drawing-room armchair is unknown, records dated 
26 February 1803, refer to the total cost of manufacture as £1 12s. 10d. The cost of
painting was 11 shillings, which would have included ‘Rosewood and Gold with Flowers
in top rail’.46 In this case it represented 34% of the total cost. The application of
giltwork involving special skills as well as an expensive material may have significantly
influenced the overall cost of ‘painting’. 

Continuity in the production of cane and rush seated chairs, with japanned and
painted finishes, to at least the mid-nineteenth century by Thames Valley workshops,
is suggested by the colour illustrations in the pattern book of Amos Catton of High
Wycombe, c. 1850, as well as that of William Smee and Sons who probably re-issued
their pattern book throughout the period 1836–65, when the firm was based at the 
6 Finsbury Pavement address. This would not have been unusual, since in parallel with
such activity, London trade directories record significant numbers of furniture
japanners, such as Samuel Anderson of 47 Old Castle Street, Virginia row, Bethnal
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37 Two side chairs versions of pls 11 and 14

from the ‘T. D.’ pattern book.
Private collection

38 Armchair version of pls 11 and
14 of the ‘T. D.’ pattern book.

Lorfords Antiques, Tetbury

46
344/98, fol. 1662.
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39 Details of ‘Feather top rail’ chairs attributed to Gillows, c. 1802.
Private collection



Green (Figure 40), between 1826 and 1890. In 1826, for example, Pigot and Co.’s
London directory lists forty furniture japanners. By 1890 Kelly’s directory still listed
twenty-one furniture japanners.

Evidence also suggests that highly decorative eighteenth-century revival traditions
continued well into the late nineteenth century. A 1780s revival Oval-Back chair (Figure
41), which one associates with the Gillows’ Tempest Pattern47 and Hepplewhite designs,
is stamped ‘Morant and Co. 91 New Bond Street’ (Figure 42), a firm still in existence
at this address as late as 1880. The partners in the firm in 1875 were Morant, Boyd and
Blanford. Kelly’s London Post Office directory of this date describes the firm as interior
decorators, painters, upholsterers, estate and housing managers, carvers, gilders,
cabinetmakers and by appointment to Her Majesty, also dealers in Chippendale,
Sheraton and other eighteenth-century furniture. Their factory was in Haunch of
Venison Yard, Brook St W. This firm was preceded by George Morant (1790–1839),
cabinet makers, interior decorators, carvers and gilders of New Bond Street, London.
Early billheads describe Morant as an Ornamental Painter and Paper-Hanging
Manufac turer.48
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40 Bill for JAPANNED BED-ROOM FURNITURE, dated 1872.
Robert Williams

47 Stuart (2008), i, pp. 172–73. 
48 Beard and Gilbert (1986), pp. 622–63.



Although reference has already been made in this article to rush seated chairs with
features one also associates with Lincolnshire and the North West of England,49 a
further study is intended of painted and japanned finishes applied to ‘light’ chairs,
displaying distinct vernacular characteristics, emanating from outside the Thames
Valley region.
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49 Cotton (1990), pp. 148–59 and pp. 310–29.

41 (right)  Oval-back chair, c.1870.
Private collection

42 (below)  Detail of Figure 40, 
showing stamp of MORANT & CO

91 NEW BOND ST LONDON
Private collection
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appendix 1

London chair painters, chair japanners, japanners, furniture japanners, dyed chair-makers, chair
stainers, fancy chair-makers, and varnish makers recorded in the Dictionary of  English Furni -
ture Makers 1660–1840 (1986).

Robert Adams & Co. (1801–16) furniture japanners & gilders
Thomas Aycliffe (1760–1805) japanned chair-maker & turner (rush & 

caned)
Bartlett & Co (1819) japanners
Nicholas Beale (1817) japan chair-maker
William Bikerstaffe (1829) furniture japanner, carver & gilder 
Charles Brandt (1831) black-stained chair-makers
William A Branston (1807–35) chair-maker, japanner & joiner
William Branston (1803) chair painter
James Buckman (1808–11) japanned and dyed chair manufacturer
John C Burrage (1810) dyed chair-maker
John Burrough(s)or Buroughs (1691–1709) japanned chair-maker & gilder
Thomas Carter (1808) stained chair-maker (Grecian)
John Chapman (1817–25) japan chair-maker
Edward & James Cockerill (1790–1804) japanned chair-makers (also listed in 

Sheraton)
Charles Coe (1820–39) japanner & chair-maker
Cork & Goring (1818) japanned chair-maker
F. Crace & Sons (1821–40) japanners, painters & gilders
John Davies (1800) japanner, painter & gilder
Louis Delabriere (1816) painted chair-maker (round seats)
T. Dennison (1807–25) japan furniture manufacturer
Thomas Draper (1802–17) chair-maker & japanner (also listed in 

Sheraton)
Thomas Dunkley (1808) dyed and japanned chair-maker 
Francis Durden (1827–37) fancy cabinet-maker and upholsterer
Benjamen Eastman (1827–28) dyed and japanned chair-maker
Samuel Edwards (1830–39) furniture japanner
Fawley and Ward (1802–08) japanned chair & furniture manufacturer 

(also listed in Sheraton)
John Fawley (1813–16) decorative painter & furniture manufacturer
S. Fincher (1830) japan chair-maker
George Fraser (1802–13) fancy chair-maker
Thomas Gale (1772-78) japanned chair-maker (including 

‘Southampton’ and splat-back chairs)
Gardner & Gouch (1798) chair-makers & japanners
John Gee (1779–1824) painted and ebonised chair-maker and turner
Gray and Hull (1808–26) japanned chair-maker
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James Gray (1829) furniture japanner
John B. Guichard (1776–1802) painter & gilder
Thomas Green (1835–39) japanner & gilder
Thomas Hasler (1829–39) japan furniture maker
Thomas Hathwell (1820–28) japan chair-maker
Mary Horsley (1803) japanned chair-maker
John Ingram (1803–39) japan and Windsor chair-maker (specialized 

in fancy and rustic chair-making, also dyed 
chairs)

Thomas Kingham (1804–25) painter and gilder of furniture 
William Lavender (1807–11) japanner, chair-maker and cabinet-maker
Thomas Lewis (1808) japanned chair manufacturer
William Lewis (1808–13) japanned chair manufacturer
William Linsell (1812–19) japanner & gilder
Locks & Richards (1790–93) japanners & varnish makers
Litchfield & Graham (1782) japanned chair-maker
J. Maggs (1820) japanner & gilder
Abraham Massey (1713–46) japanner and cabinet-maker
Hayman Mayer (1824) chair painter
Mayhew & Ince (1761–1803) painters and japanned chair-makers
Millard & Son (1817–25) painters & gilders
Daniel Mills (1765–78) materials supplied for japanners
Joseph Mills (1808) japanner and cabinet-maker 
W. T. Mitchell (1808) chair japanner 
Francis Naniant (1763) varnish maker & chair-maker
O’Neil & Smith (1793) japanned chair-maker 
S. Orphin (1826) chair japanner 
Levi Oughton (1813–29) japanned and Windsor chair-maker
James Nott (1826) painter & japanner
W. Palmer (1806) japan chair manufacturer
William Penny (1812) japanner & varnish maker
Stephen Potts (1839) japanner 
S. Price (1835) chair japanner
John Prosser (1781–93) japanner, painter and gilder
Ravald & Morland (1779) matted and japanned rout chair-maker 
Thomas Reynolds (1809) painter & gilder
T. Rielly (1829) chair stainer & cane maker
John Russell (1773–1822) fancy and japanned chair-maker
John Salmon & Son (1803–25) japanned chair manufacturer
Scott & Boswell (1808) wood japanners
Thomas Seagrave (1808–39) chair japanner & varnish maker
John Shelhorn (1808–20) japanned and dyed chair-maker
Peter Smagg (1731) painted chairs
James Small (1785) yoke-top stained chair-maker
Charles Smith (1786) rush seated japanned chair-maker (for 

Garrick)
Smith & Rawlins (1813) chair japanners
Simon Southey (1835–39) japanned furniture manufacturer
Steel & Son (1803–14) chair japanners
John Stevenson (1835) furniture japanner
Thomas Strawbridge (1691) japanned chair-maker
Richard Tait (1791) black dyed rush-bottom chair-maker
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Stephen Taprell & William Holland (1826) stained rosewood chair-maker
Thack(th)waite (1786) maker of black dyed matted chairs
Frances Thompson (1750) maker of dyed beech chairs
Henry Tombes (1718–26) furniture japanner
Thomas Tribe (1817–39) Windsor, garden and japanned chair-maker
Daniel Turner (1811–23) japanned chair-maker
Thomas Turner (1831) japanned chair-maker
John S. Turnley (1803–29) fancy chair manufacturer
William Turrin (1718) japanned chair-maker
Allen Wall (1780–1801) japanner & varnish maker
Thomas Wallis (1789) varnish maker
Ward & Donald (1781) painted chair-maker
John Ward (1820) chair-maker & japanner
Jacob Welsh (1789–91) chair japanner
John Weston (1826) furniture japanner
George Whitrow (1829) japanned & painted chair-maker
Joseph Wilkinson (1780–84) japanned & Windsor chair-maker
Walter Wilson (1788) matted japanned chair-maker
William Wood (1835–39) japanner
Wyburd & Terry (1802–04) japan chair manufactory

appendix 2 

Transcript from Gillows’ Estimate Sketch Book 344/98 (1802), fol. 1703. 

Ellis’s Pattern Arm Chair, compas Seat 
Making frame ready for boring and 7 3

caning agreed with Jno. Harrison
this Day 6d more than . . . . 
Painting by George Hutton 4 0

Caning Seat including cane boring by John Harrison 3 9

Wood complete   7ft @ 3d. 1 9

Incidentals 0 9

————

17s 6d
Feather Top Rail Chair with Rush Bottom exactly 
Like Pattern from London.
Making agreed with Jno Harrison this day 3 6

Painting by G. Hutton 3 6

Rush for Bottom 8

Wood 1/4d, Incidentals 6d 1 10

————

9s. 6d.
With cane Seats add 2/6d (making 12s.)

Denison Pattern Chairs with Canes
Seats like Pattern from London except straight Legs.

Making by Jno. Harrison ready
for caning complete  8 6

Cane boring and caning 3 6
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Painting by Geo. Hutton 4 6

Wood 2/6d Incidentals 9d 3 3

————

19s 9d
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